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Abstract—The Internet of Robotic Things is a concept that is
rapidly gaining traction in the robotics industry. As the field
of robotics advances, one of the obstacles to its widespread
adoption remains the high cost of purchasing and maintaining
robot. Although the gap is continuously closing, robots these
days cannot make decisions with the efficiency that humans can.
People are spatially aware, and we can perceive and understand
changes in the environment that robots are not capable of. This
paper attempts to propose how a smart space can be implemented
to increase the spatial awareness of a robot by providing more
data to make better informed decisions. We focus on using the
Robot Operating System (ROS) as a framework to integrate
Smart Space and a mobile robot to expand the robots sensory
information and make collision avoidance decisions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT) is a relatively new field,

the concept of which has attracted considerable attention from

the research community and industry. It carefully combines

the individual aspects of cloud robotics and the Internet of

things, capable of forming a new field with an estimated

potential market of $21 billion by 2022 [1]. ABI Research

introduced this novel field in the detailed report [2]. They

showed how key features of robotics technology, namely

movement, manipulation, intelligence and autonomy, can be

enhanced by IoT scenarios. The simple illustration of the

IoRT architecture is shown in Fig. 1, where the intelligent

agents: Robots and Smart Space interact with each other

through the Network Communication Protocol. In the study

[3], Partha Ray presented the architectural components and

research challenges in this area, conclusively describing IoRT

as:

”A global infrastructure for the information society
enabling advanced robotic services by interconnecting
robotic things based on, existing and evolving, inter-
operable information and communication technologies
where cloud computing, cloud storage, and other existing
Internet technologies are centered around the benefits of
the converged cloud infrastructure and shared services that
allows robots to take benefit from the powerful computa-
tional, storage, and communications resources of modern
data centers attached with the clouds, while removing
overheads for maintenance and updates, and enhancing
independence on the custom cloud based middle-ware
platforms, entailing additional power requirements which
may reduce the operating duration and constrain robot

mobility by covering cloud data transfer rates to offload
tasks without hard real time requirements.” [3]

Fig. 1. The simple illustration of the Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT), where
the intelligent agents: Robots and Smart Space interact with each other through
the Network Communication Protocol architecture

The smart space utilizes a distributed information processing

model to provide support to requesting devices. This additional

data source will enable the robot to make better informed

decisions. It also eliminates the need to over-equip smaller

robots with non-critical sensors and equipment. In our exper-

iment, we leveraged the smart space methodology to provide

computer vision support to low-end robot with no computer

vision hardware.

The key contributions of this research paper are as follows:

• The demonstration of how Smart Space with robust off-

board hardware can assist simple robots with no computer

vision and image processing capabilities to take complex

and computationally expensive decisions.

• The development of the method to replace large number

of on-board noisy robot sensors with fewer external

sensors.
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• The implementation of the ground framework for the field

of Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT).

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: Section II

describes the research work related to our project. Section III

explains our methodology and algorithm. Section IV contains

of the experimental setup where we give the details on

our mobile robot node and Smart Space node. Section V

presents the experimental results and discussion, and finally

we conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Smart Spaces are actively implemented in areas such as con-

nected homes, smart cities, sensor networks, smart factories,

services of commercial and office real-estate, etc. [4], [5].

What is more, Smart spaces often support services that are

configured using ”smart applications” that actively include

surrounding digital devices, sensors, controllers, routers and

cloud services [6]. At the same time, the number and hetero-

geneity of IoT devices create challenges in their management,

therefore researchers have been focusing on the middleware ar-

chitecture and orchestration, which could become the standard

for the software producers [7]. Using Smart Space technology,

companies are able monitor environmental sensor data in real

time mode and improve the awareness of intelligent agents

(such as robots or autonomous systems) [8]. For this purpose,

researchers have been developing conceptual models of a

cyberphysical environment based on special approaches to the

distribution of sensory, network, computing, control, infor-

mation and service tasks between mobile robots, embedded

devices, stationary service equipment, clouds and information

resources [9].

Smart space can also be used in multi-agent robotic systems

and swarm robotics, where a group of robots work together

to accomplish a common task or group of tasks. In such

tasks, it can be costly to equip each individual robot with

a full set of sensors that it needs. Therefore, Smart Space can

guarantee that all robots will receive the necessary data from

its sensors. In this way, IoRT can demonstrate the integration

of robotic systems and IoT, providing new technological solu-

tions using wireless sensor networks (WSN), cloud computing,

distributed planning, management and even ledgers [8]. In

Swarm Intelligence studies, the behavior of complex dynamic

systems is modeled as a swarm of digital telecommunications

networks (nerves), ubiquitous embedded intelligence (brain),

sensors and tags (sensory organs), and software (knowledge

and cognitive competence) [10].

Although in this work we focus on the use of Robot Operating

System (ROS) as a framework for connecting Smart Space and

a robot for a centralized decision-making on avoiding colli-

sions, in present there are investigations that offer protocols

of asynchronous communication between robots and end-users

via the cloud (such as ROSLink [11] and MAVLink [12]).

The integration of smart space with mobile robots as moving

agents can provide a number of advantages for logistics,

service, domestic and assistive robotics applications [8], [13].

Moreover, the Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT) is closely

linked with the Industry 4.0, where Industrial Internet aims to

computerize the manufacturing industry for giving manufactur-

ing robots the ability to think on their own and make decisions

with little or no human input [14]. Similar proposals for the

development of a Smart Environment has also been discussed

in [8] that describes the components of IoRT architecture. IoRT

architecture consists of three main layers as demonstrated

also in Fig. 2. The first layer is the physical layer which

includes robots as intelligent agents and sensors for moni-

toring the agents and environment parameters. The network

and control layer includes communication protocols, Internet

protocols (IP), routers and cloud data servers. It establishes

communication between the other two layers. At the service

and application layer, user-friendly programs are implemented

to monitor and control physical layer components via commu-

nication protocols.

Fig. 2. Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT) architecture. (Some figure elements
are courtesy of Hayward Industries, LG Electronics Inc., Service Robots under
Warrington Robotics Ltd, KUKA AG)

The differential drive mobile robot, Lego EV3, which we used

in our experiments, has been described and used extensively in

robotics research [15], [16]. This mobile robot communicates

to a ROS node running on a host computer. A camera is also

attached to the host computer for monitoring and surveillance

of the mobile robot. The robot location can be identified using

April tags [17], [18] placed on the robot platform. Authors [19]

have described the characteristics and key features of widely

used markers such as ARTag, AprilTag and CALTag. AprilTag

markers seem to be well developed, fast and easy to use that

is why they have been utilized in this project. As the robot

detects an object in front of it using its ultrasonic sensor, it

sends request to the ROS node to identify surrounding objects.

The field of object detection and classification is a very well

studied problem in Computer Vision because of its use in

several areas such as smart surveillance systems and tracking.

However, this task remained a difficult problem for a long time
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due to the variation in human visual appearance, illumination

variance, intermixing of humans, variation in human physique,

loss of 3D information because of taking a 2D picture. At

earlier times, researchers used to handcraft the characteristic

of object features and used some classifier to identify the

object [20]. With the rise of deep learning, Convolutional

Neural Network [21] became a popular approach for this task.

Large datasets were collected and made available publicly

available. Region based Convolution Neural network (R-CNN)

methods which includes R-CNN [22], Fast R-CNN [23] and

Faster-RCNN [24] developed by Microsoft research team are

very popular. Another family includes You Only Look Once

(YOLO) [25], YOLOv2 [26] and YOLOv3 [27]. Among all

these techniques, YOLOv3 is the most robust and fastest

approach which is why this technique has been chosen in this

project.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Components

We will briefly describe some of the key components of our

experimental setup.

• ROS (Robot Operating System)

• AprilTag for Object Location.

• Obstacle Detection and Classification

1) ROS (Robot Operating System: ROS is a robotics middle-

ware that provides libraries and tools for creating robot

applications [28]. It is widely used in both commercial and

open source robotics projects thanks to its free BSD license.

ROS enables robotics application to be build relatively quickly

by providing standardized functionalities for controlling and

communicating with the robot hardware. One of the core

principles of ROS is the peer to peer architecture [29]. This

enables each component to be built and act independently.

These individual components can then communicate with each

other using a network infrastructure centered around the ROS

Master. This peer to peer architecture is a perfectly suited for

the smart space implementation.

2) AprilTag for Object Location: AprilTag is one of the most

widely used visual fiducial markers. Fiducial markers simply

serve as a reference to the location of an object in an imaging

system. AprilTag is used to detect the location and orientation

of an object in a given field of view. AprilTag draws some

similarities from the QR-Code and 2 dimensional bar codes.

It achieves long range detection by encoding smaller data

payloads [18]. The aprilTag has been shown to offer better

accuracy and detection rates when compared to other fiducial

markers like ARtags [17].

3) Obstacle Detection and Classification: We implemented

the widely used YOLO classification algorithm. Satisfactory

results were acheived using YOLOv3 with classification time

of less than 2 seconds. The implemented YOLOv3 method can

classify 80 distinct objects accurately within 2 seconds. We

utilized YOLOv3 weights and architecture trained on COCO

dataset into OpenCV’s Deep Neural Network Module (DNN)

for object recognition task. However, OpenCV version must

be greater than 3.4.2 for this method because older versions

cannot load YOLO into their DNN module. The implemented

object detection and classification method has been described

in pseudo-code of the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: OpenCV based YOLOv3 object detection

method
Input: 3d Numpy image array

Output: List of objects recognized in the image

1 Initialize thresholds for weak detections

2 Load output label names and pre-trained YOLOv3

architecture and weights into readNetFromDarknet

method of OpenCV DNN module

3 Forward pass blobs from the image into YOLO object

detector.

4 for each layer output do
5 for each bounding box detected do
6 extract class ID and confidence

7 if confidence > threshold then
8 extract bounding box coordinates and IDs

9 Apply non-maxima suppression to filter out remaining

weak and overlapping detections

10 Extract output label class for each final detection and

return the list

B. Architecture

Well defined architectural models for IoRT can be seen in

[3]. In our work, we leveraged the smart space methodology

to provide computer vision capabilities to a Lego EV3 robot.

Our smart space is implemented as a ROS node.

The aim of our experiment is to prove that simple robot

without computer vision and image processing hardware can

take advantage of the information provided by the smart space

to make data-driven decisions. A robot equipped with an

only ultrasonic sensor can detect obstacles but is not able to

figure out what the obstacle is. An ultrasonic sensor works

by emitting high frequency sound waves and measuring the

time it takes for the signal to return [30]. By doing some basic

calculations using the speed of sound, we are able to determine

the distance to the nearest obstacle. An ultrasonic sensor is not

able to provide an information on the characteristics of the

detected object. Normally, when a robot detects an obstacle,

the next action is to avoid this obstacle by changing direction.

In reality this obstacle may not pose a serious enough threat to

warrant a change in direction. Using the example of a cleaning

robot which uses its ultrasonic sensor to detect an obstacle. A

visualization of the data returned by the ultrasonic sensor is

shown in Fig. 4 [31]. The red area represents obstacles closer

than a specified setpoint. This obstacle could be an empty

plastic bottle which poses no serious threat to the robot in
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which case the robot should be able to continue on its path

simply pushing the water bottle aside. A more rigid object like

a vertical pole will return the same or similar ultrasonic data

to the robot. But in this case, the robot should change its path

because it is not able to move the object.

Fig. 3. The block-scheme of proposed methodology to implement smart spaces
for Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT) architecture

Fig. 4. Image visualization of the data obtained by an ultrasonic sensor [31]

In our experiment, We implemented the smart space as a

ROS master which is equipped with an IP camera to provide

live video stream of the environment while the robot runs a

ROS node which sends and receive messages from the ROS

master. An AprilTag is attached to the robot for determining

the location and tracking of the robot. The robot requests

information from the smart space node by sending a ROS

message. This message contains information needed to locate

the robot. On receiving this message, the smart space locates

the robot using the provided information and attempts to

classify obstacles in the vicinity of the robot. This information

in then returned to the robot, enabling it to make data-driven

decisions. The Fig. 3 shows athe block diagram that explains

our methodology.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

As shown in the Fig. 5, the main components of our experi-

mental setup are:

• Mobile Robot’s Node.

• Smart Space’s Node.

Fig. 5. The main components of our experimental setup: Mobile Robot’s Node,
Smart Space’s Node and ROS Topics

Communication between the robot and the processing node

achieved using ROS. One great feature of ROS is that nodes

(independent components of the robot) can communicate with

each other using messages. We leveraged this framework to

send messages from the mobile robot to our smart space

processing device.

A. Mobile Robot Node

TABLE I. SPECIFICATION OF MOBILE ROBOT

System Configuration
Hardware Lego Mindstorm EV3

Processor TI Sitara AM1808@300 MHz

RAM 64 MB

Hardware memory 16 MB

The hardware and software specifications of our mobile robot

have been presented in the Table I. The lego EV3 does not

officially support ROS. ROS can also not be installed on a

running ev3 image because the lego ev3 does not have the
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hardware resources required to compile and install ROS. Using

the official ev3 image, we built a custom image to include

ROS. This image was built using Docker. Docker is a set of

tools for building and running virtual operating systems.

The AprilTag is attached on the robot as shown in Fig. 6. The

robot is also equipped with an ultrasonic sensor for obstacle

detection. On detecting an obstacle, the robot stops and

publishes a message to outgoing message topic on which the

smart space node is already listening. This message contains

identification information. The identification information is the

aprilTag data (Tag family and tag ID). AprilTags are divided

into different families. Any combination of tag type and tag

ID is guaranteed to be unique AprilTag image. Once the

identification information has been sent to the smart space

node, the robot starts listening for messages from the smart

space node on the incoming messages topic. The smart space

node locates the robot using the provided information. After

doing the necessary processing, the smart space sends back

data describing the obstacles in the vicinity of the robot. In

our case, the smart space node replies with a list of the names

of the detected objects. Based on this information, the robot

can decide to continue on the predefined path or change its

path. The code for the ROS node running on the Lego EV3

robot can be found in the project’s Github repository [32].

Consider the example of a house cleaning robot that detects a

vertical obstruction. This obstacle can be a low-threat object

that can be easily moved like an empty water bottle. It could

also be a table leg. If the cleaning robot is able to decipher the

type of the object, it can continue on its path if the obstacle

is an empty bottle, or change paths if it detects that the object

cannot be moved.

Message {
AprilTag_Type : Tag36h11,
Tag_ID : 10

}

Outgoing Topic: "/request_obstacle_data"
Incoming Topic: "/receive_obstacle_data"

B. Smart Space Node

The smart space node was implemented on a desktop com-

puter whose hardware and software specifications have been

presented in the Table II. The IP camera was connected to

provide video stream of the environment. The smart space

comprises of a ROS master which serves as a central point

for all the robots in the smart space environment. The separate

ROS node (smart space node) is also implemented to receive

and process information from the robots.

The smart space node listens on the specified topic for

messages published by the robot nodes. This message contains

identification information as described above. When a message

is received, the smart space node reads the video stream and

Fig. 6. The Lego Mindstorm EV3 robot with the attached AprilTag label

TABLE II. SPECIFICATIONS OF DESKTOP RUNNING SMART

SPACE NODE

System Configuration
Operating System Ubuntu 18.04

Processor 1.7 GHz Intel Core i7

RAM 6 GB

Hardware memory 500 GB

attempts to detect all AprilTags in the field of view. We

compare the tag ID and tag type of the detected AprilTags

with the tag information sent by the robot in order to locate

the sending robot. Using the AprilTag we can also estimate the

pose of the robot which enables us to crop a specific section

from the current image frame to include only the robot and the

obstacle. This ensures that only the necessary part of the image

is processed. The cropped section of the frame is passed to

the YOLO object classifier which returns a list of the detected

objects.

A name of the detected object is then packaged in a message

and returned back to the robot node.

Message {
objects: ["bottle"]
}

ROS workspace for Smart Space node can be downloaded

from the Github repository [33].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiment, we are able to detect and classify objects

by leveraging the services provided by the smart space infras-

tructure using a low-end mobile robot with no computer vision

abilities. As the mobile robot ROS node is initialized, robot

starts moving forward as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. When robot’s ROS node is initialized, the robot starts moving forward

As, the Lego ev3 robot detects an obstacle in front of it using

ultrasonic sensor, it stops and communicates to the smart space

node to request for object detection as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. As the robot detects an obstacle, it stops and publishes a message to
request the Smart Space’s node to identify obstacle

As soon as the smart space node receives message from robot

node, it reads the video stream coming from IP camera. The

message published by robot contains AprilTag type and Tag

ID which serve as identification information for the smart

space node to find robot location. The area around robot is

cropped from the current image to ensure YOLO classifier to

detect only the obstacles around the robot. Using the supplied

AprilTag information, the smart space node is able to locate

the robot and classify the obstacle detected by the robot.

Information about the obstacles is sent back to the robot node.

The robot takes turn after receiving the requested information

as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Smart Space’s node identifies the robot location and obstacles around
the robot, and sends the list of obstacles detected back to the robot

ROS provides us several tools to understand the sys-

tem and debug code. One such great tool is rqt graph

which is a GUI plugin to visualize ROS nodes and top-

ics in the system. The rqt graph for our experiment is

shown in Fig. 10. The graph shows that there are two

nodes enclosed in ellipses and two topics exchanging

data between them. /lego node is subscribed to the topic

/smart environment/response and /smart environment is sub-

scribed to the topic /smart environment/request.

Fig. 10. The rqt graph of our experiment which shows that /lego node
is subscribed to the topic rqt graph/smart environment/response and
/smart environment is subscribed to the topic /smart environment/request

When detected obstacle was classified as a low threat object

(e.g plastic bottle), the robot continued on its path and pushed

the obstacle away. In another test, the obstacle detected was a

table. Even though a table leg and a plastic bottle will return

similar data to an ultrasonic sensor, the robot was able to

determine that the former is not movable and changed its path.

The whole process took less than 3 seconds, which is a decent

response time for a mobile robot. Better response time can be

achieved with more powerful hardware. The video demo of

our experiment can be seen on YouTube [34].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This experiment lays the ground work for a more complex

smart space for the internet of robotic things. It is not always

feasible to equip a robot with all the sensors and devices

required for complete autonomous operation. In addition to

this, data from sensors is often prone to noise or malfunction.

A smart space can serve as primary or secondary source of

data for robots. As a primary data source, smart spaces enable

us to build minimalist robots and offload more complex but

non-critical tasks to be processed on the smart space node.

More complex and fully equipped robots can take advantage

of smart spaces as a secondary data source to cross-reference

data which it already has, or to acquire data which the robot

is currently unable to access because of its current line of

sight or general situation. For example, a robot equipped with

computer vision hardware and software may not be able to

accurately identify an object because of its current line of

sight.
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A smart space can also be applied in swarm robotics, where

a group of robots work together to perform a common task

or group of tasks. In swarm robotics, it may not be feasible

to equip each individual robot with the full range of sensors

it needs. A smart space will ensure that all sensors get the

required data.
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